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ABSTRACT
Following a brief description of population control

in the last 10 years, this paper outlines a Five Year Plan for
population education. Four prerequisites to the Plan are presented:
-4) traditional approaches must be accommodated or bypassed, b) new
subject matter must be introduced at the expense of current. content,
c) value spheres must be included, and d) personnel must be developed-
-to train teachers and teacher educators in this field. The
development of the Plan is reported as including the introduction of
courses into urban, suburban, rural, and ghetto schools; introduction
of in-service courses into community colleges and technical
institutions; and proposed emphasis 'an in-state programs. A 10-item
annotated bibliography on population education ends the narrative
portion of the report. Appendix I presents a 12-page bibliography;
Appendix II, a multidisciplinary approach to population education;
Appendix III, a strategy for population education with discussions on
needs, current status, general strategy, and tasks. Notes on
curriculum design, program development, learning resources, academic
programs, research, and evaluation of the strategy are also .included.
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1. Bibliography for Population Center Libraries

Since man's first appearance on earth he, like 11
plant and animal species, has been subje.t to two
opposing forces: life and death.

Alfred ivy, 1962

The population literature is burgeoning -with comments about death
control and birth control, but there is precious little on the
topic of life control so that han, in his hallowed dominion over
nature, will take care of all life. The family planning litera-
ture is heavy with its analyses of cultural constraints against
the development of comprehensive delivery systems and with its
driving concern about the extension of local, national, and inter-
national population policies. Formal programs in sex education
have not enjoyed great acceptance/support from many population
and family planning personnel: informal educational programs on
contraception and family planning have existed, mostly in clandes
tine ways, since almost the beginning of history. Formal educa-
tional efforts for population awareness are a very recent en-
deavor characterized overwhelmingly by the piecemeal innovative
efforts of a few educators during the past ten years.

The. bench mark of population education was set in 1962 by
Philip- Hauser,1* one of the foremost demographers in the United
States, when he indicted educators in their own prestigious jour--
nal, the Teachers Cpllege Record:

The facts and implications of population changes are
indeed conspicuous by their absence or by their su-
perficial and cursory treatment in American educa-
tion. The ignoring-of demography in

in
school cur-

riculum is particularly astonishing n View of the
fact that the schools themselves have been hard hit
by rapid population changes...

Notes appear at the end of the text.



It io _.bout time for twentieth century school cur-
ricujL to incorporate twentieth-century domo:;raphic .

findill2;3 in the context of their twentieth century
inro: ,-1;.;ions.

In the Z10,--, 'M The i'opulati.o n Council employed Sloan Way-Land
from Teacho:rs C ollege, Columbia University, to survey for popu-
lation end family planning education a number of countries in
the Middle :aot and Southeast Asia, but Jayland found nothing but
nog. Live eyjdenc..2 Planned Parenthood entered into formal popu-
lation and famil: planning education with a major symposium in
1965, from which e now take the challenge for setting up this
five-year plan. il the PP-WP discussions concerning curricula,
Jerome Zacharias, a leading scientist with special experience in.
revising hi4 school -ohysics programs, contended that the devel-
opment of population education would reouire an array of special-
ists and at least ton years of very hard work. The physicists
had had a field and liad known basically what they wanted to de-
velop, but it took them ten years and millions of-dollars of sup-
port. In reply to tLis hard anz,lysa_s of coordinated curriculum
development, Alan Guttt= ;aeher, the presidentof Planned Parenthood-
World Population, rejoined

It will take more than ten years for a- national panel
of specialists to debate, test and complete recom-
mendations for secondary school curriculum revision.
to give proper emphasis to population problems and
family planninq. But American schools need this guid-
ance sooner; they need it now.

The period from 1966 to 1972 is one of great diversity and gener-
ally useful proliferation in population education. Pressures of
time-commitment to current population education opportunities in
Africa prevent me from developing even a hasty recount of popula-
tion and family planning developments related-to education in
Morocco, the Sudan, Tunisia, the United Arab Republic, Ghana,
Nigeria, aerra Leone, Kenya, Mauritius, Uganda, Botswana, .Swazi-
land, Israel, Turkey, Ceylon, India, Iran, Nepal, Pakistan;
Indonesia; Nalayasiat the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, the
Republic of .China, 'Nationalist China, Hong Kong, Japan, the
Republic of Korea, Canada, the United States, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Barbados, Cuba,
the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Puerto-Rico, Trinidad and_Toba 00
Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, Argentina,-Chile,
Urugu!vp Denmark, Sweden, the United Kingdom, France, Switzerland,
and UNESUO.4

In lieu of the world survey report I am wont to write, I herewith
substitute an earlier challenge-plan for population education
during the Second Development Decade This plan has not been
funded in the quantities proposed and has had no coordinated-de-
velopment. Yet we have the beginnings.ef pop ed in more than



the forty ,ion2 that had been called for by 1972. The reader
ind nulgee reour:!sted as he/she considers the social and eco-
nomic fn 'c1 ofthis st

P 11111r 1=1 ') ;I=11 the. 197W

ThY-ouca Vac! multiface- a of international educa-
tion -- establio_ed and to be established pro-
grans in :oral and informl education -- universities,

govermental a(:enoies fold international or-
anization have an enormous ol:ynortunity in the mxt dec-
ade to infLence the outcome of the present threats of
peoulation envirmmentalcrisis. Population and fam-
ily planning prorams of the last two decades have been
almost excluively medical and paramedical in their ori-
entations, but duri17-; the late 1960's a small number of
educators have 7olted out guidelines for what Education
can and should do to develep an awareness of the prob-
lem resulting 1:rom rapid population growth. The task
of the 1970' s, in the fiela of international- development
.operations, may well be to change the few tentative sug-
gestions and re4-,earch projects of these concerned indi-
viduals into comprehensive educational programs.

New, educators in some twenty nations of the developed
and underdeveloped world have expressed interest in
"population awareness." During the next few years we
will need to have programs for teacher training, for
the development of curriculum materials, and for gen-
eral information diffusion. It is not unreasonable to
expect ten additional countries to become active in
'ornal programs of population education during 1970,
and we would not be surprised if this second-stage de-
velopment were to include as many as twenty polities.
By 1972 we could have initial population education pro-
grams operating in forty nations. If these were costed
at .3100,000 each, we could expect to spend 34,000,000
in that year. (Let us suppose, also, that 34,000,000
is uvailabo each year for population education during
1970 and 1971. This will help us arrive at a crude cal-
ciliation for the decade.) If in each year subsequent
expenditures in these countries were to increase 50 per-
cent, we would have expenses for 1973 of 36,000,000;
1974, 01000,000; 1975, 315,500,000, 1976, ;',,?2002509000;
1977, c50,360,000; 1976, :,451570,000; 1979, 066,360,000L
and in 1960, approximately ;:::100,000,000. This is with-
out expansion into nations other than those wherein an
interest in population education has already been ex-

-3. The total, including 1980, sets the bill at
a mately :3300,000,000. If we were to double the
number of nations to eighty by the year 1960 and were
to find that by that year-we had learned to spend some
a 500,000 each in the forty fully developed programs



populati n education, pert a F an allocation of half
as much for the decade could be -ilocated to the sec-

c;roup of forty nations, i.e., U50,000,0C)0. This
for a grand total of some ,:,450,000,000 for a popu-
'.on which will be approximately 4.5 billion. In

other words; we are paieposing a o:,:.allene of opendin6
ten cents per person against the Tossibility of hav-
ing world population go to 7.0 billi ©n by the end of
the century.

T, : is our challenge. If you aree with this concept
of utilizing education as an agent for developing pep-
'tion-and environmental awareness, you owe a dime to

pop-od. All funds collected will be Given to popula-
tion and environmental education projects. At the
present time funds collected are bairn--; given to ECOS,
the student-organized environmental group at UNC. If
you disagree with. -this document, you have read it gratis.

Now wo can turn to the rudiments of a five-year plan for population
education. Prom ummo we have three extremoly important base -line
documents that should help us to establish important national level
recognition of the population variable in social and economic de-
veloDmont: Pedro clalindo's E6lcacion v Poblacion en Ocho praises
de e, --0 The in2The--Tiarii on the 17rt;n, o-''iODUIE

_ctr:1- ier -C'hile- Octr:bp,- 10C),V and The ea0r1111.- ., 4 ---: ---,. ---, ,
and

I) .1.- Lon am:4 Tamt-177. Eaucatioll Tionrrkw-r._ 2-7 her
-7. ... .

c'coOer 1 iLeport.0 These papers constitute c ,-17.-,. .............

lar e
, 'Are to be knowledgeable on the topic of

international population education.

The First Five-Year Plan has four prerequisites 9 (1) The tradi-
tional approaches of disciplines must either be accomodated or by-
passed. (2) New subject matter must be introduced at the expense
of current content. (3) Population education., if it is to have
any real significance, must get into value spheres.. (4) Human-
Power.must be developed to train teachers and teachers of teachers
in this field.

Our approach must c'rganize itself around a schizoid structuring,
for both curriculum development and teacher training must progress
fairly simultaneously. For the teacher training component Of this
challene, there is no one answer. Some programs nre developing
in-service training, while others concentrate on pre-service; and,
hopefully, other will experiment with combinations of the pre-
and in-service Personnel. Some programs are primarily to train
the teachers of the teachers, and others concentrate on the direct-
action route of affecting classroom teaching by mass training pro-
grams -- via seminars, the media, and programed. learning. At this
early stage of population education, it is predominantly the train-
ing of the teachers of teachers that has commanded our attention
in the. Center for Population and Environmental Education of the
UNC School of Education. However, we are now developing an



audio-visual proEamed mge for elementary teachers
in ti'aininz. The only larEe sca -caoher-in-service training
p2ocrams car I_ uncLeay, with whicl'_h.wo are familiar, are in
the niniotry -.catien of the pe 1 aLic of the Philippines and
in the Divi of Education of the University of Valle in
Coltulbia.10

The curriculum CO i on.ert of the First Five-Year Plan for Popular
lation Education h no compr c,ehensive biblioraphy
of materials. Thcro is a serious lack of extonsise 0:,:chans of
materials and curriculm =eriennos. For the "'population educa-
tion purposes" of the Association of Pc,pulation/Family Planning '

Libraries and _Information Centers, however, such an assertion C 'o
not suffice. Vor librarians, the innovators within this "new'
tivity of population are duty bound to provide from time to time
some statement on the "state of the art" in library materials.
1-he latest oLten3ivo bibliograrhic effort in poPulation education
is the 115-itm document prerared_by Judith Marshall for the Caro-
lina Populalion Center, October 1971.11 Judith Marshall's work
describes the 2:r-7i7est or-,Tanied eornus on population education of
which we are aware. The materials listed here are more numerous
than any previous bibliography on population education, but AD.r
pendix I includes items usefulto population education as well aspopulations on population eduoation.12

Before turning to the bibliograt ly, however, it is necessary to
outline throe additional components of our five-year plan: (1)
We are sympathetic to infusion and unitary arproaches to curricu-
lum it but we feel a concentrated effort should be made
in population education in the United States toward developing at
least f:'_ve new courses at the secondary level. (2) We are commit-
ted to the develonment-of an infrastructure of population educa-
tion through the community colleges and technical institutes of
North Carolina to serve teachers in reacereditation and to provide
a more adequate civics training to all adult extension students in
this state. (3) We arc desirous of developing collateral programs
with other states of this rapidly growing southeastern region and
of exchanging ideas, materials, and personnel with population edu-
cators in other regions.

(1) During_ the next five years we pro = ose to develop
five multidisciplinary courses: _..natural sci-
ence course of "Man and His Environment" with in-
puts of population from the social sciences.. (-1)
An international social science-civics course with
environmental and develorment education inputs.
(c) An inner-city course on urban problems -- pop-
ulation education, such as the experiment in Balti-
more this rat summer. (d) A suburban, high-popu-
lation-growth-of-the-middle-class-responsibility
course. (e) A- rural (black- white- gray) economic
deprivation ghetto course.



During the spring of 1972 t'ae Center for Popula-
tion and Environmental Educltion has collaborated
with twelve community collc4wo and technical in-
stitutes in Nerth Carolina toward the developing
of porulation inruts in a nvmber of their courses
and toward implementing next autuyn a series of
in-service credit CUXCEIOS for teachers. At the
rate of twelve institutions a r we will reach-1
all iffy-five before our de- ado elapses.

PrePreliminary correspondence has developed with i
terested educators in Kentucy, Tennessee,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, acid Texas. To date
we haVe made no concentrated effort to foment
regional population education interest for our
in-state programs have top t; ?iority, and planning
therefore will have to await the second drafting
of this five-year plan.

The materials that this paper is calling to your attention should
properly be annotated, but the explosion of interest in popula-
tion education Precludes our CIEE stuff and .corps of fourteen pop
ed students from taking on the delicate and arduous task. Rather,
to bring this text to a close, T want 'to cite ten specially Use-
fUl pop ed items that have come to OPE)] in thy: past year and let
you all suffer in a Twainesoue manner the remainder of the bibli-
ography:

The very ink with which all his tr ry is written is
merely fluid prejudice.

from PadWL.head WA_ New Calon

(1) For bun, scope, and challenge the nine volumes
on population education developed by the Ministry
of Education of the Republic of the Philippines
is without equal. For the education-
ist of inquiry education, these materials will ap-
pear inferior to many other things; but for any-
one who has worked with educational planning and
implementation in the developing nations, theSe
materials will be manna. The iteMs are course
guides in social studies, in science, and in health
- with resource units in family planning, the fam-
ily and family roles, human sexuality, demography,
and ecology, (See, the Republic of the Philippines.)

For beauty of presentation, for assistance in de-
veloping curricula, and for not much use on .pop-
ulation per so, wo recomend the six-voluMe set
of People and their Environment:men Teachers' Cur-
ric-olum Guide to Conso_ ion ucrtion-- includin_ __,



1..2 -3 Grades 1-,-6; L-1t nce 7-8-9; Social
7-8-c f Social Studios 10-11-12; 912 Home

Economics; Bio and 1-12 Outdoor Laboratory.
(See, Brennan, Matthew J., ed.)

or national development of and impleme ltat ion
of ponulation education, inspired by tho ULXJ0
Ban 1.3 k Conference, Malaysia in its 1:ational
WorE. onulation 2ducati . is c::molary

(4) -For A WOr: 1 r 17b_111,1xnr, In., Fisher and F1,,mmer
have developed a beautiful combination of environ-
mental and population resources. This is the.
ost comprehensive in-school effort on environ-

tal and population education that come our

(5)

(7)

Basically, the visual materials collaged by
ltijaard Johnson, first national vice president
of ZPG, illustrates ouickly and,easily the qua
titative pressures on our world: Population T-,7,nd

lit o Life.

ZPG-member, Lawrence Schaefer makes a valuable
contribution with his 198 -nape Guide to teachers
and 26-nazo unit for secondary students: An
Introduction to Ponni- Envi-f'ornont- and- I

Society.

From Denver, Zero Popniation Growth pr- ides us
with one of the more readily. available (Price

.00) items of quality: A Teacher's Guide to
4 terials on Population.

Rulon works effectively to .promote population
awareness free-of teachers and has developed a
very fine programed larning sequence covering
world views and U. S. perspectives on over-
population, agedistribution considerations,
growth ancl stabilization materials, and tote
solutions for the. United States.

(9) The Center for Population and Environmental Edu-
cation at UIX,summarizes its views in a Strate:
or

rL
f Population Education, need, current
otatus, general strateGy, focal points and tasks
-- all condensed into 17 pages. No better bit of
provincialism. is so readily.available!

(10) In conclusion it. is important to observe that much
of population education has been too provincial,on
population dynamics. Definitions of pop ed have



: c this paper, on purpose, an the remaining
ci.0 tion is a challenge to all persons work' in
t4.'3 field to keen their hearing and sight well
focused on messages from Development Education.
The Lotion t'or Development Section of -the Food
and Agriculture Or of the United Ha-
lo:Ls is attempting revolutionary work on inter-

natianal social and economic justice. Inert:as-
ingl:, rot rosontativen from the developing nations
aro Laying with more conviction than many popula-
tion nd family plannin;_-; personnel of the devel-
oped :f:tions that population is only one variable
in the:.r development tasks. A younr. yorld Dey21212-
mont l7f;_.lie PrIcket of the Freedom from Hunger Pounda-
tion an:,-Their T:ppulation pnd Development racket

utocontit two of t lcshe r,t comPrehensive and chal-
lenging itomz oducatorscan utilize to widen their
own horizons and those of their stud on

Let me end _ I boant with a commentary on man's dominion over na-
ture: "HONOR T' Y' CHILDREN SO THAT THEY MAY LIVE THEIR LIVES IN
FULL STE',TARDHT2 OF._ LIFE." low that the first decade of popu-
lation education has seen the development of a certain infra-
structure of personnel and materials, planning inthis field is
now both possible and :Aandatory if the best purposes of man's
-dominion over nature are to be served, that is, stewardship.
Last year 1 4 v- lope the thirteenth commandment to-summarize my
own feelinp7- on the demographic-environmental reformulation we re-
-ro to ',nee life. The semantic shift is from dominance to

caring.
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1962), pp. 425-433.
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FaMil _, i r Po, -ion Pro and docondary School
clir17.1 _.Z.11 , b, LOrO -Ghy L. 1.7- : York: aanned
-arontlicea-World PopPT Lion, 1966 pp. 6-11.

Alan 1, Guttmacher, "How Communi-ies Can Take Initiative Now,"
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P al zarenthood-world Population, 1966) pp. 19-23.

This my own list cZ nations who are bec;inning or already con-
fronting a variety of aspects of population ethication, including
populPtion awareness, family living, and reproduction education.

This was a little satire prepared to raise money for ECUS. De-
cember 16, 1969.

6' 'h isThis paper should be available from the
Plannin Education Section, Department of School and Hi---er Ed-
ucation, UNESCO, Paris, -Irance.

7 Ibid.

8

9 These four prerequisites are a paraphras of the obstacles out-
lined by the Population Reference Bureau in their Bulletin on
population Education. Population Bull , XXVI ('

Population and Family

10
This is based upon personal communication from Mr. -maid Chauls,
In care of the ninistry of Education, Kanila, the Philippines,
and Dr. Pedro Galindo, Division of Education, University of Valle,
Cali, Colombia.

11
See Appendix III.

12
I find it increasingly difficult to distinguish between items
useful to pop ed and items on pop ed.
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THE MULTI - DISCIPLINARY APPROACH: HOW CAN IT BEST BE HANDLED?

(THE HIDDEN AGENDA)

The rative ease and the-great ppropr ess with which
population education can be incorporated into traditional settings has
confused it major proponents and they have avoided the task of develop=
separate, multidisciplinary courses. The multidisciplinary and inter-
disciplinary approaches represented in our work -group impelled us to
recognize that the time has come forinfusionists to tie e-a large cord
around the topical inputs and unitary inputs presently being used. In
addition to pop ed efforts through the traditional curricula we owe to
vital education, contributions of new course approaches_ We all roc
nize& that there are major` disciplinary and administrative harriers
the acceptance of a new curriculum in already over-loaded systems, bt
the urgency of the environmental-population problems and the multidis-
ciplinary aspects of population topics in the last third of the twentieth
century arc such that _a newness is

There is an ordeal of change, moving from trying to get teachers to
infuse population n-awarenesS into math, -civics, biology, home economics,
history, etc., to creating new credit units in the bookkeeping syStems of
our schools. T.,Zevertheless, we concluded that we may well need five multi-
disciplinary courses:. -(1) a natural science oriented course of MAN.AND
HIS ENVIRONMENT' with inputs of population from the social sciences; (2)
an international social science..civies eoursewith environmental and
development education inputs; (3) an innereity course on urban problems --
population education, such as the experiment in Baltimore this past
summer; (11-)a suburban, high-populatien-growth-of-the-middle-elass-

responsibility-course;_and (5) a-rural (black-white-gray) economic depri-
vation ghetto course. The ground rules of each of these innovations-have
already been experienced,. but no one has brought together a .report for
others concerned with developing their locally appropriate,- multidis-
ciplinary courses.

We have- found that we de not have a"hoi best" response. Rather,
we discussed in grei: detail the reality of a number of good approaches.
It appears that an ixmlediate need in this area is the publication of
:udent and teacher -study guides. This may be via the publication of

materials, of model courses (mini and/or maxi) and of-debate questions.
r to undertaking these efforts or simultaneous thereto, we need some

-kind of evaluation service of currently available items. (This bibliographic
service may use the following labels: "bad," "worse," "lousy," "horrendous,":
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"impossible'," "dishonest," and "prepared by one o
are simply asking: "What should be included?"

ti) Some ache s

With these observations it is now time to expose our agenda and leave
this national conference. We propose to leave our mark not only by
thanking the Population Reference- Bureau for_this opportunity o pop ed.

hange, but also by telling-the PRB where they should go. We .recommend
that the educational program of the Bureau should assist_ all of us as
quickly as possible in implementing the five recommendations of the
ranresa Declaration on Population Education:

-(1 ) Make population education a subjectof concern to -your ad-
ministration and organization.

(2 ) Commit:funds to the development of programs in population
education at all levels of academic endeavor, both public
and private.

3) Support and sustain those who work in the field of population
education.

(4) Actively seek means of enlisting all professional educators,
governmental policy makers, religious__ leaders and civic
leaders in a concern for population education-and supportive
legislation.

Uso mass communications media to convey the urgent need for
population education to the public, enlisting these media as
an essential part of the educational process itself. (Population
Bulletin Vol. XXVI, No. 3)

RI her e The PRB should:

(1) Organize, edit, and diffuse a Population Education Newsletter
(PEN) to provide Current information on programs, materials,
resources, methodogies, etc.

) Create a major collection of resource materials for use similar
to that of the fine reference library that now exists. (This
is not the clearing house task, that might better be left to
ERIC (Educational Resource Information Centers).
Explore the possibility of establishing a speakers' bureau,

atleast organize a list of available resource agencies and
persons.

(4) Survey the cultural, political, and educational_ constraints
hindering the development of population educ ion nationally,
regionally, on the state levels and'locally. (We propose that
this service would assist the few "haves" of population education
to explode their numbers by overcoming administrative and
legislative barriers.)

(5) Stimulate the organization of regional teacher training pop ed
workshops by universities., schools, state offices of education,
and professional organizations.

We congratulate the PRB on the excellent organization and development
of this conference and we thank the entire staff for helping us to perceive
more clearly common tasks.
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Our epic-logic advice en multidisciplinary work comes from Mark
Twain:

Behold, the fool .;With, "Put not all thine eggs
in one basket" -- which is but a manner of saying,
"Scatter your money and your attention"; but the
wise man seith, "Put all your eggs in the.one
baSket and WATCH 'MAT BASKET."

The oups were:

1. Population Education via the Sciences
(Library Ro.)m, Fifth floor)

Chairman: Nc. Lawrence Nilson
Weston Rig), j(hool
Weston, Yr,,lachuietts

Population Education via the Social
Studies and Humanities (Library
Room, Sixth floor)
Chairman: Professor Byron G. Aassi--_as
Deportment of Social Studies
Education
Florida State University

The Multi-disciplinary Approach:
How Can it Best be Handled?
(Library Room, Seventh floor)
Chairman: 1)r. Noel-David Burleson
Caroline Population Center
University of North Carolina

Teacher Training: How Can Teachers
Learn Quickly What They Need to
Know About TOpulation? (Library
Room, Eighth floor)
Chairman: Mr. Tom Collins
Center for War Peace Studies
New York, New York

The Time Horizon Problem: How
Can Students be Encouraged to
Extend Their Time Horizons to Cope
With Such a Long-Range Subject as
Population?. (Library Room, Ninth floor
Chairman: Dr. Sloan R. Wayland
Teachers College
Columbia University

() Research and Evaluation
Concerning Population
Education: What Do We Need
to Know to Design Good
Programs? How Can We Tell
Whether We Are Accomplishing
Anything? (Woodmont East)
Chairman: Mr. Stephen Viederman
The Population Council

Strategies for Bringing
About Change in School
Curricula to Include
Population Education
(Library Room, Tenth floor)
Chairman: Dr. Mary L. Molyneanx
Pittsburgh Public Schools
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Need

e recently published interim r pert t to the President the Congt cs,

prepared by the Commission on Fopulati Growth-and the American F

clearly identifies the problem of p pulat.ion growth, The report suggests

that "population g nia

has n gravated many of the Lion's

tuck we have had since World ar II

m- and made their solutions more

-difficult. And, the longer we delay addressing the issue, the more costly

and arduous the task becomes because the population, and the number of

potential future parents, will have ;rown that much more in the intervening

years." I

"theThe report further states tension bet- ,!ri population and the

economy,' population and the cnviro acnt, population and government services,

is with

to alter it or to live with it =iE CANNOT AFFORD TO IGNORE IT. Capitals

provided) It is ti

all times in different focua and ddgrees. Whether wish

that, population issues were given deliberate, impartial

consider _A.- -" It becomes manifestly clear that effects of population

growth will have significant implications with regard to. World's resources

and the quality of water, air and land. Although population growth is- not

the primary cause of environmental deterioration it probably magnifies thd,

problems which stein from the way resources and technology are used.

The Commission concludes its interim report with the following statement:

"it is not s mply population growth the issue, but rather the

quality of life that can be influenced so fundamentally by population. She

have the challenge, and indeed the responsibility, to prepare for the

future of coming generations of Americans." The population problem has

long been identified as one which requires serious attention. However,
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complexi in attempting to address the problem and identify viable

solutions hampered potential progress.

Although governments have over the years developed policies and programs

dir cted towards influencing population growth, up or down, there is

little conclusive evidence as to effectiveness of such policies or prorate-

In the final an lysis, the number of births and resulting rates of

are directly related to the multiplicity of decisions; positive or negative,

and of actions on t ne hart of individual ci- ens. Each of these based on

their own perceptions as to what constitutes their own elf-interest.

Understanding ;he impact of such individual decisins and actions appears

to be the keystone to any long-range approach dealing with the subject of

population growth.

Population Education -

Fundamentally we view population as a "variable" to be comprehended

not as a "Problem" to be solved but first, let us establish what Population

Education is not.

It is- not an attempt to disguise sex education.

It is not a subterfuge to introduce into the classroom such topics as

fertility, sexuality, abortion, and the use contraceptives.

Rather it seeks to present knowledge dealing with population processes,

population characteristics, causes of population change and consequences

of such change fbr the individual and for the so iety. It is through the

process of education that the student learns the consequences of individual

acts such as having children or moving from place to place. These acts have

implications, social and biological for the lamily and for the society

which in turn affect the indiVidual. The related decisions are basic to

achieving a satisfying quality of li



The al of population education is to get concepts and nateri

related to p pvlati.on into the curriculum so to educate. future generations,

to enable their to make intell.it,cnt decisions

matters.

2. Current Status

Recently i'opul

-d to population

nee Bureau and The Topulation Counc

(for presentation to the Commission on Population Growth and the American

Future),

follow are e t oct d f om the ur'

obsarvati

d the field of Population Education. Comments which

Few educators scan to be cone_

mentioned, and based on our own

;h 1 opila tion. A conference

.of some fifteen deans representing loading teacher training institutions

in the United States, held in I:ay 1971 at Chapel Hill, for.tl Carolina

revealed that at institutions rcpt nted, population education activity

relatively minor and that future actions re ncertain. Additionally

visits to twenty -two -North Carolina Teacher Training Institutions indicated

little or no Population Education act=ivity, What seemed to be lacking w

knowledge, leadership and funding support.

There is a tendency to oversimplify complex problems. The emphasis

is on population growth with little attention given to other characteristics.

Also, population growth prohle erally portray d as burden of

developing nations. This combination cannot give rise to good education for

our citizens.

No school system in the country is doing an adequate job in population

education. There is no systematic attempt to develop a K through 12

infusion of population concepts, to'equip teachers to introduce these

concepts in all the major disciplines and to provide supporting materials



Ply

neces.!;ar-: to accomplish this task. No comprehensive clearing -house for

selected ret audio-visual materials, booki or curriculum studies

has mode po r 1~rtion °Ale -lon a matt h or even modest pr rity.

Although several bright signs aro visible in the faun of individual

effort, they e =r a not syste '- oriented, nor are they part of a progrnmmec

:fort directed at t educational structure.

Gen ..!gy

response to the na

and population,

as indicated 6C%. -ns on the part of the Federal and State go

the Dean

entered into c:11 *eti rieted di.nl.ogue 'which culmi

1 concern with problems of the environment

d the recognition of the criticality of these issues

School of Education and the Director of the Population Center

the establishment

of a Population Committee within the School of Education in the fall of 1970.

This C ittec has been engaged in identifying viable approaches to popu-

lation education. In addition the Carolina Population Center has provided

personnel to t bl.ish the nucleus for the Center for Population and

Environmental Education.

Location of a Canter for Population and Environmental. Education in

this community offers an eNtravidihary opportunity in that uniqu, r=esources

in CPC, Duke, N.C. State

the School of Education offers outstanding talent in fields

UNC are immediately available. More

vital to population education; these include curriculum, audio-visual,

educational sociology, educational psychology, early childhood, methods
e

and many others. Credentials of members of the CPEE St ff areenclosed

at TAB Orange

Although the

it has t

enter has been ope

r many significant steps. Thes

1 fora relatively short time

inclul development of



educational materia
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ecifically for elementary level, orging of

linkages wi other institutions, conduct of a full credit population

Seminar for graduate students, and establishment of a resource for faculty

e d for Studer,' s in the School of Education in dealing with population

studies. °Tenni?, and functions of the CPEE at TAB Dille.

The need fcr this type of support is evidenced by the positive response

of faculty dents. G -luate and undergraduate students are involved

in specially oriented projects in population education integ ted nto

rk in their t o Jor field. Many of the faculty are taking advantage of

the resources of the CPU by obtaining information and assistance with

rd to the population question as.pertains to their disciplines.

Our present effort is focused largely on strategy development which

will result in population concepts entering the educational system. Three

approaches were considered: major curriculum reform, special units for

existing curses, and infusion of population concepts into the entire

school system. Considering time, effort, practicability, and all other

factors, we favor the infusion route.

It is appropriate to quote-a jnember of this faculty, Burleson,

one of the pioneers in population education

"The development of population education does not
require the introduction of neweourses into already
overloaded curricula. Rather, incorporation of new
population education materials into a variety of
.fields such as civics-, geography, history, Sociology,
.mathematics, biology, hygiene;psyehology.and home
economics seems preferable This technique miniMizes
the jarring reaction which usually results when teachers
arc handed new unfamiliar material. Moderatesuhstitu-
tion leaves the teachers' primary -material practically:
the same."

The State of the Art makes it clear that there is but a little to

build on; the ask is complex and huge. A lorwaid looking: yet practical



approach needs to followed. Our strategy is an attempt to plan ahead

in a practical, innovative and system ic mann

A pilot undertaking based regionally is basic to our plans, We think

;child be manageable yet broad enough to reach the necessary people and

groups. There are clear advantages in limiting our target area to the

HEW Southeastern region ftV. The time and distance factors, resource

utiliz,

which would lead to the Regional approach. Additionally, Region #IV is the

fastest growing region in the United

4. local Points

Within the geographic confines of HEW region #I practically all

sity of school systems, are the major considerations

the potential population education activity will take place' in TWO ARENAS,

Public Schools

Teacher Training Institutions.

Therefore, the major.-thrust of our strategy will be toward these two

clusters of institutions.

Curriculum development has most often precceded the teacher train

necessary for implementation. As a result teachers have been asked to

present new ma teria is without adequate preparation. Our intention

work simultaneously and systematically with Tench Training Institutions

and Public Schools.

Although these two arenas are at different levels with the educational

system, there are certain common functions which musL

-- pursue the desired st-. tcgy. These functions are:

A. k3SEIMLE 664444 64a-4.6644404'

accomplished to

existing materials, and
draw together appropriate
resource personnel.



B. DEVELOP

TRAIN

D. DISSEMINATE
AND IMPLEMENT

E. EVALUATE

Tasks
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.............. . . . ... new materials; staff
personnel; teams
appropriate to the nee
of the project; cormunity
interest.

own staff; perLon- )

pre-service teachers, in-
service teachers,
administratorn;
PU1 SCHOOL ST' D NTS.

materials into Public
Schools; and teacher
training institutions.

specific programs and
outcomes; effectiveness
of total project.

The broad functions described above translate into action - oriented

tasks with regard to both arena.
, public schools and teacher training

ins ns. The first tasks as listed focus on public school systems;

others focus on teacher training institutions; the final task applies to

both. Our intention however is to synchronize our work in both systems.

Scope and Sequence K through 12

Determine appropriate population concepts appropriate at the

us levels. Examine present curriculum to determine effective

point of infusion.

B. Assemble and/or develop supporting materials for Public Schools.
-

Develop and implement a systemitic and viableapproaci for

introduction of population concepts in Public Schools.

Scope .for Teacher Training -- Pre-Service. and In-Service

Determine appropriate population concepts and methods teacher

training -in population requires.
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L. Assemble and/or develop supporting materials for Teacher Training.

Devolop and implement systematic 'and viable approa -ch for

introduction of populati=on concepts into Teacher Training

ti%utions.

G, Develop and implement a systematic and viable approach for

itntrodL -tion of population concepts for vice teacher

trainin.

H. Evaluate - c programs and outcomes rated hin this

project.

We would also undertake develop a method for evaluating

effectiveness of the program as outlined in this strategy,
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tick E. Blackburn

B.S. Florida State University

M.A.

Ed.D.

George abody College for Te

New York University

chers

Co-Director; Cur' ulum design and program development

Dr. Blackburn is a specialist in curriculum and teacher educe on.
During the past :5 years he has been involved in teaching and supervision
at the Public Sclloi level, and teacher training at the University level.
For a period of t.;vec years he was the Director, Fifth Year-, Master of
Arts in Teacher Education Program at the University of North Carolina.
He is the Chairman, Division of Curriculum and Teaching, School of Education,
University of North Carolina.

In conjunction with his abilities in the MAT program, Dr. Blackburn,
has demonstrated exceptional ability in developing and administering creative
graduate teacher education programs.

B.S.

M.S.

Ed.D.

Co- director; Curriculum design and program development

Paul B. Hounshell

University of Virg

University of Virginia

University of North Carolina

Dr. Hounshell is a specialist in Science Education. Over the past
years Dr. Hounshell has served as a Director of a variety of academic-year
Institutes, Summer Institutes and in- service workshops designed to improve
the quality-of science instruction in Public Schools. Most of his activities
have been supported by funding from the N.S.F. and have included cooperative
relationsh4s with the various service departments on the UNC campus. In
addition, Dr. liounshell is heavily involved in pre-service education of
teachers-.

For two years Dr. Hounshell vas the Director of the Fifth Year
Pro am. He has also served as Chairman of the N.C. State Task. Force on
the Environment and Natural Resources.



B.S.

M.A.

Ed.D.

Director of -e :ning Resources

Dr. Ralph E. Wileman

erbein College

Teachers College, Columbia

Teachers College, Columbia

Dr. Wileman is presently Associate Professor of Education, UNC. He is
a media spciali and most of his current duties are connected with this
specialty.

Dr. .leman he s h id extensive experience in assisting teachers and

University eolleagus in presenting learning activities through the creative
use of media.

Dr. Wileman has had considerable experience in non-academic settings
in addition to his extensive experience at university level_. He has
demonstrated exceptional leadership ability both within the local faculty
and at the national level. Last year, for an' example, he was responsible
for organizing a multimedia presentation which was a part of the program
of the national meeting of the Association for Educational Communications
and Technology.

Dr. Noel-David Burleson

B.A. University of Missouri

Graduate
Studies University of Oregon, University o

University

Ph.D. Harvard University

Director. Academic Programs and Field Services

ondon, Harvard

Dr. Burleson currently directs 'a masters program in population
education within the-School of Education, and is. instrumental in initiating_
-population projects-throughout the-State and region.

He helped to organize and conduct a unique workshop in population
education. in Maryland the Spring of 1970, and is stimulating similar
efforts in North Carolina.

Dr. Burleson has kedjn population education internationally and
has viable contacts with International Organizations involved in Population
matters.



B.S. Ed. -

M.S. Ed.

Ed.D.

Director, n :utional Planning and Development

Dr. Charles T. Faneuff

Ohio University

Hofstra University

University of Oregon

Dr. Faneuff has orked in Population Education in India, Thailand and
the. Philippines. He receLtly completed a population education model study
in India which epirically tested: knowledge level gains; attitude change;
student different_Ltion by socio-economic levels,:caste, and parental
educational levelo.

Prior to coming to UNC, Dr. Fancuff was the Program Director - Asia
for-The Pathfinder Fund,- Boston and attached to Harvard University -
Department of Population Studies, School of Public Health..

Dr. Faneuff has 15 years experience in U.S. public school systems as
teacher and administrator.

A. B.

Ed.D.

Dr. Marian J. Smallegen

Hope College

University of Illinois

Boston University

Dr. Smallegen holds a joint appointment in the School of Public Health
and the School of Education. The major thrust of her population related
activities has been .twofold: family planning-and population education. In
both fields she has contributed extensively through her exceptional ability
in dealing with groups, from the rural areas-of the region.to on-campus.

Dr. Smallegen's general field of training is in small group and
organizational behavior; she has done extensive training and consultation
in both fields- especially for' educational and health groups.

Ph.

Dr. Thomas S. Baldwin

.Pjahology Univers_ty of South Ca- line

Psychology - University of South Carolina

Industrial Psychology - Ohio State University.

Director -of Research and Evaluation

Di. !alAidin has extensive experience as .a research psychologist and
teacher. He hasbeen :extremely-_activeInthe field of measurement of

student learning-,- an&hayseVeral publications in- this-field,-inalUding
"Evaluation of Learning -in Indust-jai Education,"

Dr Baldwin has been a ember of the faculty o
-University i:of-tlarth'Carciljna-ainCO±19-10

the School o Educ



CURRICULMDESIGN AND PROGW..M DEVELOPMENT

Develop recommended scope and sequencc of elementary (K-6) and secondary
(7-12) grade:: or equivalent levels based -on evaluation of population
educatic.n pre and related materials currently avnihble.

Develop pepulexion concepts suitable for emphasis in population education
programs.

Develop un packages for grades K-l2 made up Of suitable selection
of such components a:

A) Teacher resource guides.
0 Teaching units or "mini-units".
C) Test and/or suPplementary, materials

required for the recommended scope and
sequence.

Conduct worhallops with ropreSentacs of universities and schools.

Test sample curricui a. end analyze dots.

Establish 77opulation education programa in a,suitable number of
demonstrttion schools.

Develop topical outlines- concerned -with population education which
can be made available to population education lenders.



IZARNI RESMIC

(Sc rves both dom c and international needs)

Produce and or wnize model collection of inotruetloan1 terials

Eva lunte c and to lly produc

Develop ins -ional materials.

DiSseminAte information regardi 7 ctional %teals.

Plan and conduct v 1- hops and _ that learni activities



THSTITUTIMY.AT DEVF1OEMENT

Encourage and stimulate LDC inst tntiona1 eontae

Coordinnt .0 liJ.a ,1,tit Lt t ntia1 contnets in LDC's

Coordinate .c cal= 8hip 1

within and ottt ici the United Stat
on

Act; lira. l tl on [.PEE matters between U.S. belled tttl Tin . cies
with foreign representntives.

Provide pr ro.ary contact for tion educatlict1 fe lowship re



ACAPEMIC I -qE11) SLRVICES

CoordinE te groducte trnin1ng in population education..

ASSifit in tho d- ,,lopm n' of undorm!adu prom:vms.

A) Mthin the School of Educa
B) Within the UniveLS L of Nor _ Cn

Coord.' L _i1 d servict

A) Vor individuni students.
B) In collaborotion with orrnizations

(for an example, ECOS) in related fields.



RESEARCH AND EVALUATIONEVALUATION

Conduct evaluative and research studies in ul port of
other divisions to determine effectiveness of alternative curricula
media, and other-programs.

Develop stander Ized instruments to establish baseline data on
attitudes, veal ,knowlede, and other-. T.riables bearing on popuistion.

Using obova n _unents, nit=ict e ni studies of various
segments of the population to establish baseline data, and (2)
trends in relevant attitudes, valiles, lowledge.

Apply mthemnticrt modr-215n nique to histcriealand a p sr montal
datn on populatioi t.lOwth Through cross-cultural and cross
species studies ottempt to (1, generalities-that ere ap licable
to various population growth curves.

Conduct 1a ulfttion atu,Les of population growth problems. For exampi
the application rqvc:zion stetistics (subjective vs. objective
probability). to decision =icing regarding family size.


